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ABSTRACT

Cellular regulation is inherently complex, and one
particular cellular function is often controlled by a
cascade of different types of regulatory interactions.
For example, the activity of a transcription factor
(TF), which regulates the expression level of down-
stream genes through transcriptional regulation, can
be regulated by small molecules through compound–
protein interactions. To identify such complex regu-
latory cascades, traditional relational databases re-
quire ineffective additional operations and are com-
putationally expensive. In contrast, graph databases
are purposefully developed to execute such deep
searches efficiently. Here, we present ERMer (E. coli
Regulation Miner), the first cloud platform for mining
the regulatory landscape of Escherichia coli based
on graph databases. Combining the AWS Neptune
graph database, AWS lambda function, and G6 graph
visualization engine enables quick search and visu-
alization of complex regulatory cascades/patterns.
Users can also interactively navigate the E. coli reg-
ulatory landscape through ERMer. Furthermore, a
Q&A module is included to showcase the power
of graph databases in answering complex biolog-
ical questions through simple queries. The back-
end graph model can be easily extended as new
data become available. In addition, the framework
implemented in ERMer can be easily migrated to
other applications or organisms. ERMer is available
at https://ermer.biodesign.ac.cn/.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The graph is the natural way to model and represent con-
nected data (1). This idea is not new, but has now be-
come more viable via the introduction of scalable graph
databases (2). Unlike traditional ways of managing data,
such as relational databases, graph modelling allows for
the real-world heterogeneity of data and efficiently han-
dles complex deep queries (2,3). Graph databases have been
widely adopted, particularly in areas including complex re-
lationships such as social networks, financial services, and
marketing (4,5). In recent years, several studies using graph
databases for biodata storage and analysis have also been
reported (6–11). For example, cyNeo4j connects Cytoscape
and Neo4j, allowing users to use the Cypher query language
to navigate and explore biological networks (6). Biochem4j
shows the flexible integration and exploitation of biolog-
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ical data sources from public databases and laboratory-
specific experimental datasets using graph database (9). Re-
actome migrates the content from the relational database
to a graph database for providing more efficient access to
its high-quality curated reaction data (10). CKG describes
a knowledge graph framework that allows clinically mean-
ingful queries and advanced statistical analyses, enabling
automated data analysis, knowledge mining, and visualiza-
tion (11). One common problem of these tools is that the
end-users need to write queries using specifically developed
graph query languages to perform complex analyses. This
makes them out of reach for most biologists unfamiliar with
programming language. Another common problem is a lack
of a public website/platform for end-users to easily navigate
and interact with the graph databases.

In this study, by combining graph databases, server-
less platform building architecture, and graph visualization
tools, we proposed a new framework to store and analyze
highly connected data, providing smoothly interactive user
experiences for the end-users. As a showcase, we choose E.
coli regulations as our study subjects for the following two
reasons. First, cellular regulation is inherently highly com-
plex and influenced by various types of interactions, such
as protein activity regulation by small molecules or the reg-
ulation of gene expression by TF and regulatory sRNAs.
One particular biofunction (e.g. a metabolic pathway for the
synthesis of amino acid) is often regulated by feedback or
feedforward loops consisting of different types of interac-
tions. Whereas it is difficult for a biologist to identify and
effectively modify such regulatory loops by focusing on one
or two types of interactions closely related to the studied
metabolites/proteins. Therefore it is helpful for biologists
by bringing these different types of regulatory interactions
together and providing some efficient ways to systematically
search all possible regulatory cascades, thus better under-
standing the direct and indirect cause-effect relationships
related to the biofunction interested. Second, as a model
organism, E. coli has been studied for decades with enough
data available to gain a more complete picture of the reg-
ulatory landscape. In contrast, regulation information for
other organisms is often very patchy. Therefore Escherichia
coli regulatory network is a suitable subject for our study.

Currently, there are some specialized databases for dif-
ferent types of regulation data. STRING (12) and STITCH
(13) contain a large number of known and predicted
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and chemical–protein
interactions (CPIs). The BRENDA database contains ex-
perimentally validated CPIs that affect enzyme activity (14).
EcoCyc (15) and RegulonDB (16) contain curated data on
transcriptional regulation and CPIs affecting TF activity,
etc. EcoIN (17) is an E. coli integrated network that inte-
grated the above regulatory information with the metabolic
network. As these databases adopt a relational database
strategy, three ways are available to search these regulatory
paths between two entities. First, as Reactome describes
(10), the join operation is required but this leads to degrada-
tion of performance and excessive response times. Second,
as with ComiRNet (18), complex retrieval can be achieved
using virtual tables and recursive queries. Third, merges ta-
bles and then uses other graph analysis tools such as Net-
workX (19) and Pajek (20) for path search. On the other

hand, graph databases are purposefully designed to address
such deep search problems and can be a suitable alternative
to relational databases for storing and analyzing regulation
data.

Here we presented ERMer, a cloud platform for min-
ing complex regulatory cascades/patterns in the E. coli
regulatory network using a graph database backend. We
first implemented a graphdb builder to automatically col-
lect high-quality interaction data from various databases.
A graphdb loader module was then built to incorporate
the data into an AWS Neptune graph database instance.
Finally, we integrated the AWS lambda function and G6
graph visualization to provide three major functions for in-
teracting with the whole regulatory landscape: (i) a inter-
active search function facilitates the extension of regula-
tory cascades by interactive exploration, (ii) a regulatory
cascades retrieval function enables the mining of regulation
paths, (iii) a question and answer (Q&A) system for retriev-
ing key regulatory metabolites and regulatory factors across
pathways. To the best of our knowledge, ERMer is the first
cloud platform offering an overview of the regulatory land-
scape of E. coli based on a graph database approach. It
enables effective interactive navigation and visualization,
which can help researchers uncover the complete regulatory
map and find complex regulatory cascades/patterns.

RESULTS

Graph database and cloud platform construction

We wrote a library of parsers with associated configurations
for each source database to build the graph database (Sup-
plementary materials). This library consists of three parts,
namely data downloader, data filter, and data integrator.
The data downloader module was used to get metabolic
and regulatory interactions. Sigma factor regulations, TF
regulations, and sRNA regulations were directly obtained
from RegulonDB. PPIs in E. coli were obtained directly
from the STRING database. CPIs were collected from
three databases: BRENDA, RegulonDB and STITCH.
We parsed the genome-scale metabolic model of E. coli
iML1515 (21) downloaded from BiGG (22) to get the gene–
reaction, reaction–metabolite and pathway–reaction rela-
tionships for pathway-based analysis. Then data filter mod-
ule filters data from different data sources using different
processing flows. After that, all of these data are converted
to tabular files using the data integrator module. Finally,
the graph loader module loaded the above data into the
graph database, whose schema consists of nodes, edges,
and properties (Supplementary materials). In ERMer, there
are four types of nodes and nine types of edges (Figure
1 and Table 1), comprising 8421 nodes and 36331 edges
(Table 1).

ERMer is built in an entire cloud-based serverless archi-
tecture (Figure 1), enabling high reliability, robustness and
scalability (Supplementary materials). AWS Neptune is a
fully-managed graph database service that was used as the
database backend to store ERMer nodes and edges. When
a user sends a request from the client, the request will
be forwarded to the AWS Lambda function through API
Gateway. Then the Lambda function invokes the corre-
sponding gremlin API to query the requested data from
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Figure 1. The graph database schema and architecture of ERMer.

Table 1. Various types of regulatory interactions in ERMer

Classification Number Sources

Chemical protein interaction (CPI) 7067 BRENDA,
RegulonDB, and
STITCH

Transcriptional factor regulation
(TFGI)

4734 RegulonDB

Sigma factor regulation (SFGI) 2352 RegulonDB
sRNA regulation (sRGI) 145 RegulonDB
Protein–protein interaction (PPI) 9102 STRING
Reaction metabolite interaction
(RMI)

3163 iML1515

Metabolite reaction interaction
(MRI)

3096 iML1515

Pathway reaction interaction (PRI) 2375 iML1515
Gene reaction interaction (GRI) 4297 iML1515

the graph database. Finally, all the information, including
nodes, edges and attributes, can be presented in a graph with
the G6 graph visualization engine. By integrating the AWS
Neptune graph database with the serverless AWS lambda
function and frontend G6 graph visualization engine, ER-
Mer facilitates end-users to search, visualize and navigate
our graph database without the need to write any querying
program.

Main functionality of ERMer

Interactive search. Interactive search enables interactive ex-
ploration of the regulatory landscape by recursive search
of interacting partners of nodes. ERMer shows all relevant
regulatory interactions for a query subject. Besides, the user

can choose a specific node in the graph and search its re-
lated interactions again. In this way, users can interactively
explore the regulatory landscape. ERMer also provides the
option to choose a subset of types of interactions in the
search. This can be useful when the users want to exclude
specific interactions without a clear function (e.g. PPI) in
their search.

Taking Glycine as an example, when clicking the ‘Search’
button, the user can get the nodes directly interacting with
it (Figure 2A). ERMer allows access to associated informa-
tion on genes, metabolites, reactions, and pathways. The de-
tailed information of a neighbor, for example, gene gcvA,
can be obtained by clicking the node ‘gcvA’, such as Name
(gcvA), BiGG ID (b2808), Swiss-Prot ID (P0A9F6), and
detailed function. Right-clicking on a node to select ‘inter-
active search’ will bring up a hovering window for selecting
the edge types (Figure 2B) for further navigation. Subse-
quently, the new interacting graph is presented to the user.
Users can recursively select new nodes of interest to explore
the complex regulatory relationships thoroughly. Figure 2C
shows a path between Glycine and gcvT after ‘interactive
search’ four times.

Regulation search. It is well known that many biosyn-
thetic pathways contain feedback regulation mechanisms
where the activity levels of the key enzymes are regulated
by the corresponding end-products (23). Such regulatory
mechanisms are essential for cells to be robust in vary-
ing environments. The regulation search function in ER-
Mer enables the mining of regulatory cascades between any
metabolite/gene and gene in two modes: shortest path or all
paths.
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Figure 2. Interactive search. (A) The first order neighbors of glycine; (B) Interactive search setting and the corresponding gremlin query; (C) four times
‘Interactive search’ find a path between Glycine and gcvT.

A key advantage of ERMer is that it allows the
users to easily find all complex regulatory cascades com-
prising different types of regulatory interactions. Tak-
ing glycine cleavage system as an example, in addi-
tion to the well-known regulatory cascade glycine-gcvA-
gcvT, a new regulatory cascade glycine-gcvA-gcvB-lrp-
gcvT can also be found in ERMer (Figure 3), which in-
volves CPI, TFGI and sRGI. ERMer retrieves all regu-
latory cascades between glycine and gcvT for maximum
7 steps in a very straightforward way using the follow-
ing gremlin query ‘g.V().has(‘name’,‘glycine’).repeat(outE
(‘CPI’, ‘TFGI’, ‘SFGI’, ‘sRGI’, ‘PPI’).inV().simplePath())
.emit().times(7).has(‘name’, ‘gcvT’).path()’. More specifi-
cally, g.V().has(‘name’,‘glycine’) specifies the source node
glycine, outE(‘TFGI’, ‘SFGI’, ‘sRGI’, ‘PPI’) specifies the
edge types to be included, times(7) stands for the maximum
step. In the case of rational databases, the search is more

complex even with virtual tables and recursive search us-
ing PostgreSQL (Figure S1), and the response time is much
longer than that of graph databases (840s versus 1.79s).

In addition to the glycine-gcvA-gcvB-lrp-gcvT cas-
cade, other complex regulatory cascades can also be ob-
tained (Figure 3). The existence of multiple feedback regu-
latory loops implies that just interrupting one loop may not
be enough to break down the feedback control for improv-
ing the synthesis of the end product. Besides, these interac-
tions can help users discover some new regulatory patterns
that have not yet been studied, which can assist the design of
genetic circuits (24) or enable researchers to design multiple
specific dynamic regulatory systems (25). In addition, filter-
ing based on various criteria is also provided. For example,
the number of PPI or CPI, containing or not containing a
particular node/edge, can be used for filtering. The filtered
regulatory cascades will be shown in the table and the map
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Figure 3. Regulatory cascades from glycine to gcvT using graph databases.

will be redrawn after clicking the ‘DRAW’ button (Figure
S2).

Q&A search. Q&A is implemented to retrieve related
information in a natural language way, which can provide
answers to various biological questions. Several biological
questions are predefined in ERMer to showcase the power
of complex searches using graph databases. For example, for
the question ‘What are the key TFs regulating genes in both
pathways?’, if pathways ‘Glycine and Serine Metabolism’
and ‘Citric Acid Cycle’ are selected, this will invoke an
intuitive gremlin query ‘g.V().has(‘name’,‘Glycine and Ser-
ine Metabolism’).inE(‘RPI’).outV().inE(‘GRI’).outV().in
E(‘TFGI’).outV().outE(‘TFGI’).inV().outE(‘GRI’).inV().
outE(‘RPI’).inV().has(‘name’,‘Citric Acid Cycle’).path()’.
Five TFs can be found affecting genes expressed in both
pathways (Figure 4). Although these five TFs are all global
transcription factors, we found that the regulatory pattern
differed. Take Crp as an example, for both pathways, acti-
vation is dominant, but the ratio of activation/repression
in the ‘Glycine and Serine Metabolism’ pathway (6:1) was
higher than that of the ‘Citric Acid Cycle’ (10:5) (Figure
S3). In addition to TFs, we also provide searches for im-

portant sRNAs, metabolites, and Sigma factors affecting
both pathways (supplementary material, Figures S4-S6).

ERMer can easily mine the regulatory relationships be-
tween multiple regulators and multiple pathways. Multiple
pathways can be chosen for the question ‘What are the key
TFs regulating genes across pathways?’. For example, if all
pathways are chosen, it will invoke another gremlin query
‘g.V().has(‘label’,‘pathway’).inE(‘RPI’).outV().inE(‘GRI
’).outV().inE(‘TFGI’).outV().outE(‘TFGI’).inV().outE
(‘GRI’).inV().outE(‘RPI’).inV().has(‘label’,‘pathway’).p
ath()’. By using has(‘label’,‘pathway’), the search can be
started and ended with many pathways, which is another
key advantage of using graph databases. For this query,
using traditional databases is very inefficient even with the
aid of graph analysis tools as it requires nested for loops. To
make the relationships between TFs and pathways clearer,
a path between a specific TF and a pathway is aggregated
to a direct edge between them in Figure S7. 137 TFs were
found to affect genes expressed in at least two pathways. In
addition to the familiar global TFs (e.g. Crp, Fnr, IHF, Fis,
ArcA, and Lrp) (26,27), ERMer shows other TFs, such as
PdhR, CpxR, Cra, Hns, and SoxS, are also very important
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Figure 4. Retrieval of key TFs regulating both pathways.

as they affected genes expressed in at least 11 pathways.
Besides, ERMer also provides the top 10 of TFs, sRNAs,
and metabolites with the most regulatory targets in E. coli
(Figure S8), and gives a hierarchical map of the E. coli
TF–TF network (Figure S9).

DISCUSSION

ERMer is the first cloud platform offering an overview
of the regulatory landscape of E. coli based on a graph
database approach. The two modules, graphdb builder, and
graphdb loader, enable ERMer to automatically acquire,
process, and import them into the graph database. This
approach ensures that ERMer is extensible for the data,
and ERMer can automatically fetch and update the graph
database when the source database is updated. ERMer of-
fers an interactive way for the end-users to interactively
explore the regulatory landscape of E. coli, which is one
of our unique features. In addition, ERMer can rapidly
mine regulatory cascades between metabolites (or genes)
and genes in E. coli using efficient gremlin queries, which
can help users discover new regulatory patterns and un-
cover meaningful regulatory strategies for developing pro-
duction strains. Moreover, ERMer provides the end-users
with other ways to interact with the graph databases using
just human-readable biological questions. ERMer shows

for the first time a whole picture of the TF-pathways net-
work, and some biological insight can be inferred (Figure
S7). Overall, ERMer enables effective interactive navigation
and visualization, which can help researchers uncover the
complete regulatory map, showing the great potential by us-
ing the graph database.

Although ERMer was mainly designed for E. coli reg-
ulation mining, the framework implemented in ERMer is
of general use and applicable to other applications or or-
ganisms. For example, designing transcription-factor-based
biosensors (TFBs) with superior performance for appli-
cations in synthetic biology remains a significant chal-
lenge (28). To mine endogenous TFBs in E. coli, we can
use the same framework and slightly change the graph
database and the function. More specifically, new modules
of graphdb builder are needed to collect promoters and re-
lated information. And the backend graph database schema
should be modified to include the promotor node, TF–
promoter, and promoter–gene edges. Finally, the gremlin
API and functionality of ERMer (e.g. regulatory cascades
retrieval function) need to be fine-tuned. Some other an-
alyzing modules can also be incorporated. For example,
Amazon Neptune ML, a new capability of Neptune that
uses Graph Neural Networks (GNNs, a machine learning
technique purpose-built for graphs), can be integrated into
our platform in the future for tasks such as TF prediction
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and TF–target predictions. We expect that others will be en-
couraged to adopt and further improve our framework for
their applications.
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